Adjuvant chemotherapy and the role of chemotherapy resistance testing for stage I non-small cell lung cancer.
The frequency of in vitro chemotherapy resistance in NSCLC is extraordinary: however, its clinical relevance remains unproved. Future studies on the use of the EDR assay and its integration into clinical trials is justified. To achieve the goal "to do no harm", the EDR has a role in eliminating some ineffective agents to avoid unnecessary toxicity, and when possible, in directing therapy. Empiric adjuvant chemotherapy for resected NSCLC may soon become passe as reproducible and generally available molecular testing becomes more common. Profiles from DNA and RNA expression analysis not only help define patients at risk for early recurrence and unresponsiveness to commonly used cytotoxic drugs, but also assist in the development of new assays that are less expensive, reliable, and can be used more commonly than arrays.